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Outer Shell: Tweave® 520E 
   Inner Layer: eVent ePTFE membrane
     Insulation Layer: Polartec PowerFill®
       Inner Lining: Polartec Wind Pro® FR

Smooth, fire resistant goatskin 
leather with DWR and 
touch-screen capability



The Summit GS is a cold weather, interchangeable 
glove system, proudly constructed from the highest 
quality of American made materials and workmanship.  
Allowing for multiple glove configurations, this glove 
system provides full weather resistance and complete 
dexterity for today’s modern operators. 

The Summit TFS is a three-finger mitt that was designed to meet and surpass the 
demands of the US Military operating in the coldest, wettest and harshest environments. 
While providing ultimate protection and durability, the Summit TFS allows operators great 
dexterity to carry out all tasks needed to conduct vital operations. This shell is breathable, 
waterproof, touch screen capacitive, and lined with a flame resistant material.

The Summit TFI is a three finger insert glove that is designed to be the main 
glove liner for the Summit Three Finger Shell and can also be worn on its own 
as an operational glove. It provides a high level of warmth, durability and flame 
resistance with and without the Summit Shell. It is breathable, water repellent, 
touch-screen capacitive, and lined with a flame resistant material.

The Summit Combat Glove is a full finger glove built for comfort, warmth, 
dexterity and durability that will tackle any mission in extreme terrain. It is 
made from durable Tweave and smooth waterproof goat leather for the 
ultimate operational mitt. It is breathable, water resistant and touch-screen 
capacitive. It is one of the most comfortable extreme gloves in the market. 



SHELL: 6.5 OSY Tweave material with both nylon and spandex for stretch and durability.
WATERPROOF INNER LAYER: Waterproof and breathable ePTFE insert barrier for full mitt waterproof 
protection.
INSULATION LAYER: Polartec Powerfill 170 gm. insulation
INNER LINER: Polartec® Wind Pro® FR lining for soft comfortable flame resistant, wind resistant, 
water repellent and highly breathable knit material against bare skin.
PALM: Goat leather impregnated with Silicon for waterproofing, and flame resistant treatment and 
touch-screen capability. 
PALM GRIP: TEGS microdot grip system provides superior increase in holding power in both wet and 
dry conditions over all other standard glove grips.

SHELL: Nylon Ripstop 2-PLY material with laminate PTFE breathable waterproof backing
PALM: Suede deerskin leather with DWR finish and touch screen capability.
AGAINST SKIN LINING: Polartec® Wind Pro® FR lining for soft comfortable flame resistant, wind 
resistant, water repellent and highly breathable knit material against bare skin.
GLOVE LEASH: Forearm glove leash with sliding cord lock to secure gloves to your forearm for 
security when gloves are on or off.
GLOVE CLIP: Plastic glove clips on inner cuffs for fastening gloves together or to fasten to other items 
when not in use .

SHELL: 6.5 OSY Tweave material with both nylon and spandex for stretch and durability 
PALM: Goat leather impregnated with silicon for waterproofing, and flame resistant treatment and 
touch screen capability.
INNER LINER: Polartec Active® insulation is made from resilient lofted fibers for regulation of warmth, 
advanced breathability and fast drying.
WRIST CINCH: Velcro® wrist closure for a comfortable, snug fit to keep wind and cold out. 

COYOTE

1-TS-STFS-CYT-SM
1-TS-STFS-CYT-MD
1-TS-STFS-CYT-LG
1-TS-STFS-CYT-XL
1-TS-STFS-CYT-XXL

OCP

1-TS-STFS-OCP-SM
1-TS-STFS-OCP-MD
1-TS-STFS-OCP-LG
1-TS-STFS-OCP-XL
1-TS-STFS-OCP-XXL

COYOTE

1-TS-STFI-CYT-SM
1-TS-STFI-CYT-MD
1-TS-STFI-CYT-LG
1-TS-STFI-CYT-XL
1-TS-STFI-CYT-XXL

OCP

1-TS-STFI-OCP-SM
1-TS-STFI-OCP-MD
1-TS-STFI-OCP-LG
1-TS-STFI-OCP-XL
1-TS-STFI-OCP-XXL

COYOTE

1-TS-SCG-CYT-SM
1-TS-SCG-CYT-MD
1-TS-SCG-CYT-LG
1-TS-SCG-CYT-XL
1-TS-SCG-CYT-XXL

OCP

1-TS-SCG-OCP-SM
1-TS-SCG-OCP-MD
1-TS-SCG-OCP-LG
1-TS-SCG-OCP-XL
1-TS-SCG-OCP-XXL


